LINE UP STOREGATE IN DESIRED LOCATION ON TAILGATE. MAKE SURE AREA IS CLEAN AND STOREGATE WILL NOT INTERFERE WITH FUNCTION OF THE TAILGATE. RECOMMENDED LOCATION PICTURED.

IDENTIFY DESIRED SCREW POSITIONS PER LOCATION ON STOREGATE IN STEP 1 AND PRE-DRILL HOLES USING 1/8” DRILL BIT.

APPLY SUPPLIED BULB SEAL IN TAILGATE INDENTATION WHERE STOREGATE WILL BE INSTALLED.

REALIGN STOREGATE WITH BULB SEAL IN DESIRED LOCATION.

SCREW STOREGATE INTO TAILGATE USING SUPPLIED SELF-DRILLING SCREWS. TIGHTEN SCREWS JUST ENOUGH TO COMPRESS BULB SEAL.

NOTE: A KEY IS SUPPLIED TO LOCK AND UNLOCK THE LATCH ON THE HARDCOVER VERSION; HOWEVER, THE LATCH MAY BE LEFT UNLOCKED TO BE OPERATED WITHOUT THE KEY. A KEY IS NOT SUPPLIED FOR THE NETTED VERSION.
Line up Storegate in desired location on tailgate. Make sure area is clean and Storegate will not interfere with function of the tailgate. Recommended location pictured

Identify desired screw positions per location on Storegate in Step 1 and pre-drill holes using 1/8” drill bit. Note that the middle screw on the right side does not need to be pre-drilled due to the location of the vent.

Realign Storegate with bulb seal in desired location and screw Storegate into tailgate using supplied self-drilling screws. Tighten screws just enough to compress bulb seal. Note that the middle screw on the right side does not need a screw to be added due to the location of the vent.

NOTE A key is supplied to lock and unlock the latch on the hardcover version; however, the latch may be left unlocked to be operated without the key. A key is not supplied for the netted version.